The neurobiological basis of movement initiation.
Simple reaction time (RT) is defined as the elapsed time between presentation of a single stimulus and onset of movement. In choice RT, there are at least two stimuli, requiring two distinct responses. The neurobiological basis of RT in humans has mostly been evaluated in patients with Parkinson's disease or cerebellar disease. Lesion studies in animals have assessed the different contributions of various subregions of the basal ganglia and the cerebellum. There is a prolongation of simple RT and in some cases of choice RT in Parkinson's disease. Both simple and choice RT are susceptible to modulation by brain dopamine levels. However, such is not invariably the case, attesting to the contribution of non-dopaminergic neurons in the sensori-motor slowing found in Parkinson's disease. An increase in simple RT and in choice RT are found in patients with cerebellar atrophy. The initiation of fast ballistic movements is associated with the dentate efferent system. This system is modulated by dopaminergic and glutamatergic pathways to the striatum.